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Summary. The Modified Nodal Analysis leads to differential algebraic equations
with properly stated leading terms. In this article a special structure of the DAEs
modelling electrical circuits is exploited in order to derive a new decoupling for
nonlinear index-2 DAEs. This decoupling procedure leads to a solvability result and
is also used to study general linear methods, a class of numerical schemes that covers
both Runge-Kutta and linear multistep methods. Convergence for index-2 DAEs is
proved.
1 Introduction
When simulating electrical circuits, one is confronted with solving differential
algebraic equations (DAEs) of the form
A(t)
d
dt
d
(
x(t), t
)
+ b
(
x(t), t
)
= 0, t ∈ I. (1)
In case of the charge oriented modified nodal analysis the vector d contains
charges and fluxes while x represents all node potentials and currents of vol-
tage defining elements like voltage sources and inductors. Typically the index
of (1) does not exceed 2 [Est00, Theorem 3.1.3].
Common circuit simulators like Spice or Titan use the so-called charge
oriented approach A(t)
(
R(t)y(t)
)
′
+ b
(
x(t), t
)
= 0, y(t)−d(x(t), t) = 0, where
charges and fluxes are introduced as a new variable y. Notice that this enlarged
system is of the form
A(t)
(
D(t)x(t)
)
′
+ b
(
x(t), t
)
= 0, t ∈ I. (2)
Solutions lie in the linear space C1D(I,
 
m) :=
{
z∈C(I,
 
m) |Dz∈C1(I,
 
n)
}
.
Using the concept of the tractability index [Ma¨r03] we study DAEs (2)
having index µ ∈ {1, 2}. In section 2 we will exploit the specific structure of
the MNA equations to derive a decoupling procedure for nonlinear index-2
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DAEs. This will enable us to prove existence and uniqueness of solutions. In
section 3 we study general linear methods for (2) and prove convergence.
We assume that I is a compact interval, D ⊂
 
m a domain and that
A : I → L(
 
n,
 
m), D : I → L(
 
m,
 
n) and b : D×I →
 
m are con-
tinuous. Let b′x exist and be continuous. Finally, the leading term of (2)
is supposed to be properly stated, i.e. kerA(t) ⊕ im D(t) =
  n for t ∈ I
and there is a smooth projector function R ∈ C1
(
I, L(
 
n,
 
n)
)
such that
kerR(t) = kerA(t), im R(t) = im D(t) (see [HM04]).
For analysing (2) we introduce the following sequence of matrix functions
and subspaces defined pointwise for t ∈ I and x ∈ D.
G0(t) = A(t)D(t), B0(x, t) = b
′
x(x, t)
N0(t) = kerG0(t), S0(x, t) =
{
z ∈
  m |B0(x, t)z∈ im G0(t)
}
,
Q0(t) is a projector onto N0(t), P0(t) = I −Q0(t),
G1(x, t) = G0(t) + B0(x, t)Q0(t),
N1(x, t) = kerG1(x, t),
S1(x, t) =
{
z ∈
  m |B0(x, t)z∈ im G1(x, t)
}
.


(3)
Let Q1(x, t) be a projector function onto N1 and P1(x, t) = I − Q1(x, t).
Finally denote with D−(t) the generalised reflexive inverse of D(t) defined by
DD−D = D, D−DD− = D−, D−D = P0, DD
− = R.
Definition 1. (see [Ma¨r03]) The DAE (2) with a properly stated leading term
is regular with tractability index µ ∈ {1, 2} on D×I if there is a sequence (3)
such that for (x, t) ∈ D×I
1. Gi has constant rank ri < m for 0 ≤ i < µ,
2. Qi is continuous for i = 1, . . . , µ, Q1(x, t)Q0(t) = 0 and DN1, DS1 are
spanned by continously differentiable basis functions,
3. Nµ−1 ∩ Sµ−1 = {0}.
For index-2 DAEs G2(x, t) = G1(x, t) + B0(x, t)P0(t)Q1(x, t) remains non-
singular on D×I and we have N1(x, t) ⊕ S1(x, t) =
 
m. In the following we
will adopt the convention to choose Q1 to be the canonical projector onto N1
along S1. Due to N0 ⊂ S1 the property Q1Q0 = 0 is then always given.
The space N0(t) ∩ S0(x, t) = im Q0(t)Q1(x, t) (see [Est00]) is of vital im-
portance as it describes the so-called index-2 components, i.e. the particular
part of the solution that can be calculated only by performing an inherent dif-
ferentiation process. In [Est00] it is shown that the circuit’s layout determines
this subspace. Thus it is independent of x. We choose a projector function T
onto N0(t) ∩ S0(x, t) that depends on t only. Note that U = I − T satisfies
kerU(t) = im Q0(t)Q1(x, t). T can be chosen such that TP0 = 0 and P0T = 0
for t ∈ I. Then the following properties are valid: Q0T = T = TQ0, Q1T = 0,
P0U = P0 = UP0, Q1UQ0 = 0.
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2 Decoupling nonlinear index-2 equations
Given the conditions stated in [Est00, Corollary 3.2.8] it is well known that
for the charge oriented modified nodal analysis the index-2 components Tx
enter the equations only in a linear way, i.e. (2) has the structure
A(t)
(
D(t)x(t)
)
′
+ b
(
U(t)x(t), t
)
+ B(t)T (t)x(t) = 0. (4)
This particular form of the DAEs arising in circuit simulation makes it possible
to develop a new decoupling procedure for index-2 DAEs. For a given solution
x(·) of (4) denote x0 = x(t0) and introduce the new variable
w = P¯1D
−(Dx)′ + (Q0 + Q¯1)x (5)
where P¯1(t) = P1(x0, t) and Q¯1(t) = Q1(x0, t). Here and in the sequel t
arguments are generally omitted for better readability. Notice that
Q¯1w = Q¯1x, Q0w = −Q0Q¯1D
−(Dx)′ + Q0x + Q0Q¯1x,
DP¯1w = DP¯1D
−(Dx)′.
From G1(x0, ·)Q¯1 = 0 we infer A(Dx)′ + BTx = (AD + BT )w and, denoting
u = DP¯1x, we find
x = P0P¯1x+P0Q¯1x+Q0x = D
−u + (P0Q¯1+Q0P¯1)w + Q0Q¯1D
−(Dx)′.
The component Ux = D−u + (P0Q¯1 + UQ0)w can be written in terms of u
and w such that (4) is equivalent to
F (u, w, t) :=
(
AD + BT
)
w + b
(
D−u + (P0Q¯1 + UQ0)w, ·
)
= 0. (6)
Lemma 1. Let (2) be a regular DAE with index µ ∈ {1, 2}. Let y0 ∈ im D(t0),
(x0, t0) ∈ D×I be given such that A(t0)y0+b
(
U(t0)x0, t0
)
+B(t0)T (t0)x0 =0.
Denote
u0 = D(t0)P¯1(t0)x0, w0 = P¯1(t0)D
−(t0)y0 +
(
Q0 + Q¯1
)
(t0)x0
and consider F to be defined on a neighbourhood N0 ⊂
 
n ×
 
m ×
 
of
(u0, w0, t0). Then there is a neighbourhood N1 ⊂
 
n×
 
of (u0, t0) and a con-
tinuous mapping   : N1 →
 
m such that F
(
u,   (u, t), t
)
= 0 ∀ (u, t) ∈ N1.
Proof. Due to (6) we have F (u0, w0, t0) = 0 and
F ′w(u, w, ·) = AD + BT + b
′
x
(
D−u + (P0Q¯1+UQ0)w, ·
)
(P0Q¯1+UQ0)
implies that F ′w(u0, w0, t0) = G2(x0, t0) is nonsingular. Thus the assertion
follows from the implicit function theorem. ut
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Notice that the mapping   from the previous lemma is defined only locally
around (u0, t0). For simplicity we assume that the interval I is sufficiently
small such that   is defined for all t ∈ I.
We arrive at the following representation of the solution:
x =D−u + (Q0P¯1 + P0Q¯1)   (u, ·) + Q0Q¯1D
−
(
u + DQ¯1   (u, ·)
)
′
. (7)
The component u = DP¯1x satisfies the ordinary differential equation
DP¯1D
−u′ = DP¯1   (u, ·)−DP¯1D
−
(
DQ¯1   (u, ·)
)
′
. (8)
As for linear DAEs this equation will be called the inherent regular ODE.
Since, by the index-2 condition, DP¯1D
− ∈ C1(I,
 
n), we may rewrite (8) as
u′ = (DP¯1D
−)′u + DP¯1   (u, ·) + (DP¯1D
−)′DQ¯1   (u, ·). (9)
Similar to [HM04] we will now study (9) without assuming the existence of a
solution.
Theorem 1. Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 be given. Then
1. im DP¯1D
− is a (time-varying) invariant subspace of the inherent ODE
(9), i.e. u(t0) ∈ im
(
DP¯1D
−
)
(t0) implies u(t) ∈ im
(
DP¯1D
−
)
(t) ∀ t ∈ I.
2. If the subspaces im DP¯1D
− and im DQ¯1D
− are constant, then (9) sim-
plifies to u′ = DP¯1   (u, ·), u(t0) ∈ im
(
DP¯1D
−
)
(t0).
Proof. Similar to [HM04, Theorem 2.2]. Replace R by DP¯1D
−.
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 be given. Assume that the map-
ping t 7→ D(t)Q1(t)(x0, t)   (u(t), t) is C1, where u is the solution of the in-
herent regular ODE (9) with initial value u(t0) = DP1(x0, t0)x0. Then there
is a unique solution x ∈ C1D(I,
  m) of the initial value problem
A(t)
(
Dx
)
′
(t)+b
(
(Ux)(t), t
)
+
(
BT
)
(t)x(t)=0, DP1(x0, t0)
(
x0−x(t0)
)
= 0.
Proof. From Lemma 1 we get the mapping   (u, t) and thus the solution u of
the inherent regular ODE (9). Due to Theorem 1 u(t) ∈ im D(t)P1(x0, t)D−(t)
holds for all t where u is defined. Then the mapping x as defined in (7) is a
solution since
A(Dx)′ + b(Ux, ·) + BTx = A(Dx)′ + b(Ux, ·) + BTx− F
(
u,   (u, ·), ·
)
= (AD+BT )Q¯1D
−(Dx)′+ADP¯1D
−(Dx)′−ADP¯1   (u, ·) = 0. ut
Remark 1. If (2) was an index-1 DAE, then P¯1 = I , Q¯1 = 0 and all results
can be reinterpreted also for index-1 equations. In particular, (5) reduces to
w = D−(Dx)′ + Q0x. This is exactly the mapping studied in [HM04] and the
decoupling procedure presented here generalises [HM04].
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3 Numerical Integration by General Linear Methods
For the numerical solution of index-2 equations (4) we investigate general
linear methods (GLM). This class of methods seems to be very attractive for
circuit simulation since there are methods with diagonally implicit structure
that have high stage order and a stability behaviour similar to fully implicit
Runge-Kutta methods. The diagonally implicit structure yields a very efficient
implementation. Examples of such methods are given in [But03, Wri03]. Also,
recall that both Runge-Kutta and linear multistep methods can be cast into
general linear form.
A GLM is given by a partitioned matrix M =
»
A U
B V
–
∈ L(
 
s+r,
 
s+r).
We will always assume that A is nonsingular. The discretisation of the DAE
(4) using the general linear method M reads
Ani[DX ]
′
ni + b(UniXni, tni) + BniTniXni = 0, i = 1, . . . , s, (10a)
[DX ]n = h(A⊗ Im)[DX ]
′
n + (U ⊗ Im)[Dx]
[n−1], (10b)
[Dx][n] = h(B ⊗ Im)[DX ]
′
n + (V ⊗ Im)[Dx]
[n−1]. (10c)
For better readability we will drop the Kronecker products in the sequel. As in
the case of linear multistep methods r pieces of information [Dx]
[n−1]
k ∈
 
m,
k = 1, . . . , r, are passed on from step to step. These quantities represent some
approximations to D(t)x(t) or it’s derivative. See [But03] for more details.
Observe that only information about the exact solution’s D component is
carried on. Thus errors in the null-space of D are not propagated.
Similar to Runge-Kutta methods internal stages Xni ∈
  m, i = 1, . . . , s,
are calculated at intermediate time points tni = tn−1 + cih within every step.
In (10) we wrote Ani = A(tni) and used similar notations for B, T and U .
For compactness of notation we introduced Xn =
(
XTn1 · · · X
T
ns
)T
∈
  ms and
similarly [DX ]ni = DniXni. The initial input vector [Dx]
[0] can be calculated
by generalised Runge-Kutta methods [But03].
From [HMT03] it is well known that one should investigate numerically
qualified DAEs in order to get good numerical results. We will therefore re-
strict attention to DAEs where the subspaces im DP¯1D
− and im DQ¯1D
− are
constant. Recall from Theorem 1 that the inherent regular ODE (9) now reads
u′ = DP¯1   (u, ·), u(t0) ∈ im
(
DP¯1D
−
)
(t0). (11)
We want to apply the decoupling procedure to the discretised problem (10).
Therefore we need to split the vector [Dx][n−1] into it’s DP¯1 and DQ¯1 parts.
If [Dx][0] was calculated by a generalised Runge-Kutta method, then
[Dx]
[0]
k = u
[0]
k + v
[0]
k ∈ im(DP¯1)(t0)⊕ im(DQ¯1)(t0), k = 1, . . . , r. (12)
Splitting the stages Uni = DniP¯1,niXni, Vni = DniQ¯1,niXni and defining
U
′
n, V
′
n by Un = hAU
′
n + Uu
[n−1] and Vn = hAV
′
n + Uv
[n−1], respectively,
we find that (12) is given for every step via
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u
[n] = BA−1Un +M∞u
[n−1], v[n] = BA−1Vn +M∞v
[n−1].
Notice that M∞ = V − BA−1U is the methods stability matrix M(z) evalu-
ated at infinity. This matrix plays a role similar to R(∞) = 1− bTA−1   for
Runge-Kutta methods.
As in (5) we define Wni = P1,niD
−
ni[DX ]
′
ni +
(
Q0,ni +Q¯1,ni
)
Xni such that
Xni = D
−
niUni +
(
Q0,niP¯1,ni +P0,niQ¯1,ni
)
Wni +Q0,niQ¯1,niD
−
ni[DX ]
′
ni. (13)
From (10a) it follows that F
(
Uni,Wni, tni
)
= 0. Thus Wni =   (Uni, t)
is given by the mapping   from Lemma 1. Here we have to assume that
the stepsize h is small enough to guarantee that (Uni, tni) remains in the
neighbourhood N1 of (u0, t0) where   is defined.
Theorem 3. Let M be a stiffly accurate general linear method with nonsin-
gular A. Assume that V is power bounded and that the spectral radius of
M∞ = V − BA−1U is less than 1. Then M is convergent for numerically
qualified DAEs (2) with index µ ∈ {1, 2}.
If M has order p and stage order q for ordinary differential equations, then
the order of convergence is (at least) q.
Proof. Since U′ni = DniP¯1,niD
−
ni[DX ]
′
ni = DniP1,ni   (Uni, tni) holds for nu-
merically qualified DAEs, the decoupling procedure shows that (10) is equiv-
alent to the split system
U
′
ni = DniP¯1,ni   (Uni, tni), Vni = DniQ¯1,ni   (Uni, tni),
Un = hAU
′
n + U u
[n−1], Vn = hAV
′
n + U v
[n−1],
u
[n] = hBU′n + V u
[n−1], v[n] = hBV′n + V v
[n−1].


(14)
The left hand block of equations is exactly the numerical scheme resulting from
applying M directly to the inherent regular ODE (11). Thus ODE theory for
general linear methods [But03] yields
Uni = u(tn−1 + cih) +O(h
q˜+1), U′ni = u
′(tn−1 + cih) +O(h
q˜+1),
where we denoted q˜ = min(p − 1, q). Let u be the inherent ODE’s exact
solution and introduce v(t) = D(t)Q¯1(t)  
(
u(t), t
)
. Then
‖Vni − v(tni)‖ ≤
∫ 1
0 ‖  
′
u
(
τUni + (1− τ)u(tni), tni
)
‖dτ ‖Uni − u(tni)‖
and thus Vni = v(tn−1 + cih) +O(h
q˜+1). Denoting exact input quantities by
vˆ
[n] and using techniques from [HLR89, Theorem 3.1] we obtain the recursion
∆v[n] = Mn
∞
∆v[0] +
n∑
i=1
Mn−i
∞
δi
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where ∆v[n] = v[n] − vˆ[n] and δij = BA−1
(
Vij − v(ti−1 + cjh)
)
= O(hq˜+1).
Given that the spectral radius of M∞ is less than 1 and ∆v[0] = O(hq˜+1) we
find ∆v[n] = O(hq˜+1) and, consequently, V′ni = v
′(tn−1 + cih) +O(hq˜).
By assumption the general linear method has stiff accuracy, i.e. the nu-
merical result xn = Xns coincides with the last stage. Thus we can use (7),
(13) to find a bound for the global error
‖xn−x(tn)‖ ≤ C1‖Uns−u(tn)‖+ C2‖  
(
Uns, tn
)
−  
(
u(tn), tn
)
‖
+ C3
(
‖U′ns−u
′(tn)‖+ ‖V
′
ns−v
′(tn)‖
)
= O(hmin(p−1,q)) ut
If p > q, Theorem 3 predicts order q behaviour for the global error. This
agrees with the results in [HLR89]. However, since the proof above is given for
general linear methods it not only covers Runge-Kutta methods but also linear
multistep methods and even more general methods such as those studied in
[Wri03]. In particular, for general linear methods p = q is possible even for
diagonally implicit methods. Also the BDF methods have the same property.
With a global error of order O(hp) they indeed have a higher order than
predicted by Theorem 3. From [BCP96] it is known that the k step BDF
methods exhibit the true order of convergence for index-2 DAEs only after
k + 1 steps.
For general linear methods a similar statement holds. For completeness we
formulate this result in the following remark.
Remark 2. Let the assumptions of theorem 3 hold. Assume that, in addition,
p = q ≥ 2 and Mk0
∞
= 0. Then M is convergent for (2) with order p after
k0 + 1 steps.
Notice that (14) is the general linear method’s discretisation of a Hessen-
berg index-1 DAE
u′(t) = f
(
u(t), t
)
, v(t) = g
(
u(t), t
)
(15)
using the direct approach as in [HLR89]. In order to prove the statement of
remark 2 one needs to show that V′ is calculated with order p = q when M
is applied to (15).
To reach this goal a careful analysis of numerical methods for fully implicit
index-1 DAEs can be performed using the language of B-series for differential
algebraic equations. In [Kvæ90] Kværnø studied the case of Runge-Kutta
methods, but her approach has to be generalised for the much larger class of
general linear methods.
The technical effort introducing elementary differentials and B-series for
fully implicit index-1 DAEs is far too much to be presented here. We will
therefore skip the proof which will be given in [Voi04].
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